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 Artificial intelligence (AI), consisting of models and algorithms capable of 

concluding data to produce future predictions, has revolutionary potential in 

various aspects of human life. One application is an Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD) prediction chat robot (chatbot). Only now has a method provided very 

accurate findings and recommendations regarding the early detection of AD 

using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Therefore, this research aims to 

measure AD prediction performance in four stage classes, namely very mild 

demented, mild demented, moderate demented, and non-demented, using 

brain MRI images trained in the convolutional neural network (CNN)- 
support vector machine (SVM) model. The research involved nine 

combination schemes of dataset proportions and preprocessing in the CNN-

SVM model. Evaluation shows that scheme 1 produces the highest accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1-score, namely 98%, 99%, 98%, and 98%. The 

chatbot, trained using CNN, achieved 99.34% accuracy in question 

responses, and was then combined with AD prediction models for improved 

accuracy. The test results show that the chatbot functionality runs well for 

each transition, with a functionality score reaching 99.64 points out of 

100.00. This success shows excellent potential for early detection of AD. 

This research brings new hope in preventing AD through AI, with potential 

positive impacts on human health and quality of life. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial intelligence (AI) in medicine proliferates, providing physicians with new tools to offer 

better patient care recommendations, diagnostic assistance, treatment suggestions, and the latest medical 

knowledge [1]. AI, which consists of models and algorithms capable of concluding existing data to produce 

future predictions [2], has the potential to revolutionize many aspects of our lives [3]. AI-driven methods can 

potentially enhance the prognosis and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Enhancing early identification 

of AD may improve patient outcomes and quality of life by using machine learning techniques and 

incorporating chat robot (Chatbots). To fully fulfill AI’s promise in tackling this urgent healthcare issue, 

however, future research must concentrate on validation, longitudinal studies, ethical issues, user experience, 

and multidisciplinary cooperation. Chatbot, one of the many applications of AI, is a virtual conversational 

agent that allows users to engage with AI-based computer programs through voice or writing [4], [5]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Recently, chatbots have been launched in various fields, including business, retail, and services such as 

healthcare [6]–[9]. Existing research has demonstrated the effectiveness of medical chatbots in activities such 

as ensuring proper medication adherence. Cancer patient satisfaction has been shown to increase after 

conversations with chatbots. Interacting with an empathetic chatbot has a mitigating impact on patients’ 

mental health [9]. Interactions with medical chatbots reduced symptoms of hopelessness and anxiety [10], 

while medical chatbots correctly identified more than 96% of infected patients during the COVID-19 

pandemic [11]. The burden on healthcare practitioners can be reduced and simplified with the help of 

medical chatbots [12], such as AD prediction chatbots. 

AD is a degenerative brain disease that causes memory loss and cognitive impairment, including 

difficulty speaking, thinking, and completing tasks. AD was named after Alois Alzheimer, who discovered it 

first in 1906 [13]. AD causes 60–80% of all dementia cases [14]. In 2020, approximately 57.4 million people 

were diagnosed with dementia [15]. In other words, 2 out of 3 people with dementia have AD. The increase 

in the number of AD sufferers is estimated to reach 152 million by 2050 [16]. Individuals affected by AD 

experience a severe decline in cognitive function, and this has a significant impact on their quality of life and 

general health [14]. In addition, the average lifespan of Alzheimer’s sufferers after diagnosis is 7.6 years and 

5.8 years [17]. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a promising stage because it is still in the preclinical 

stages of AD, serving as a niche target for early treatment with the potential to stop or slow the progression 

of AD [18]. This suggests that MCI is an effective early-stage intervention to reverse or halt the pathological 

progression of AD. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide comprehensive 3D images of internal 

body components such as the brain [19]. MRI has been widely used to understand morphological and 

functional brain changes in vivo, including AD [20], schizophrenia [21], and others. Therefore, structured 

MRI can provide information about the brain’s anatomical structure, aiding in detecting and measuring AD 

brain shrinkage patterns [22]. 

This work expands on earlier studies that used brain MRI imaging and machine learning to forecast 

the onset of AD. For improved prediction accuracy, it combines convolutional neural network (CNN) and 

support vector machine (SVM) algorithms in a novel way inside a chatbot platform. It also looks at how 

preprocessing methods affect the performance of the model. In general, it advances the area of AI in 

healthcare by investigating cutting-edge methods for improving patient care and early AD diagnosis.  

The study recommends investigating other data modalities besides MRI images to improve prediction 

accuracy and comprehend the course of AD. Predictive models may be improved, and early biomarkers can 

be found through longitudinal research. It is essential to validate the model on various datasets and enhance 

its interpretability. Integrating patient viewpoints and addressing ethical issues are essential for translation 

into therapeutic practice. To advance research on AD prediction and enhance patient outcomes, 

interdisciplinary cooperation, and financing are crucial. The possibility of forecasting the course of AD by 

combining brain MRI image processing with a CNN-SVM model is shown in this study. The model attains 

good accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score metrics, especially when resizing and rescaling MRI images, 

by assessing different preprocessing procedures and dataset proportions. For people looking for information 

about AD, integrating this paradigm into a chatbot platform improves accessibility and usability. 

Nonetheless, more verification and moral deliberations are required to guarantee the model’s dependability 

and moral use in the medical field. This study emphasizes how crucial AI-driven methods are for early AD 

diagnosis and patient treatment. This study aimed to assess the utility of machine learning (ML)-based 

classification algorithms in overcoming limiting factors associated with the pathological differentiation of the 

various stages involved in the AD developmental process. ML and multivariate pattern analysis are powerful 

conventional tools for building image-based predictive models in computer-assisted diagnostics [23].  

The research uses a Kaggle dataset and a collection of chatbot queries for AD prediction. The assessment 

procedure includes preprocessing techniques, several data divisions, and black box testing. The implications 

suggest further research into optimization, ethical concerns, and possible therapeutic applications. This 

research design begins with implementing an ML algorithm that receives brain MRI data from patients 

diagnosed with AD and brain MRI data from healthy patients. After that, ML preprocesses the data to 

identify the most significant feature differences between the two patient groups. The next step is to integrate 

the chatbot with ML algorithms, allowing the chatbot to predict a person’s likelihood of developing AD 

based on brain MRI data provided by the user. 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research utilizes the Alzheimer’s dataset (4 classes of Images) from Kaggle, consisting of 6,400 

MRI images as X1. The dataset includes the four initial stages of AD in the form of 1-slice coronal or axial 

images, comprising non-demented, very mild demented, mild demented, and moderate demented stages. 

Detailed information regarding this research material can be found in Table 1. 
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The Kaggle Alzheimer’s dataset, which consists of 6,400 MRI pictures divided into four stages of 

AD, is used in the experimental setup. There is a 40-item chatbot question list divided into six categories. 

Three approaches are used to evaluate the AD prediction algorithm, with data division and preparation 

differences. There are nine different assessment schemes used. Black box testing evaluates the chatbot’s 

functionality using the state transition approach. This thorough technique aims to comprehend chatbot 

reliability and algorithmic model performance in AD prediction. A curated question list is generated for the 

chatbot, including many AD-related subjects. The algorithm’s performance is measured using accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1-score metrics, with assessment done via multiple preprocessing techniques and 

dataset proportions. The dataset’s distribution and the questions’ classification are described in Tables 1 and 2, 

respectively. 

Data for a question list is also needed to develop a chatbot text-processing model. The chatbot 

question list consists of six sections, involving dialogue, essential, risk, diet, keeping active, and other 

medical, with 40 questions. The last five sections of this questionnaire are sourced from [24], [25]. 

Evaluation of the four main metrics in classification, namely accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, will be 

carried out see in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 1. Research materials 
Stages of AD Number of images 

Non-demented 3,200 
Very mild demented 2,240 

Mild demented 896 

Moderate demented 64 
Total 6,400 

 

 

Table 2. Number of questions 
Dialog Basic Risk Diet Keeping active Other medical 

12 8 2 10 2 6 

 

 

The AD prediction algorithm system will be evaluated through three different methods. First,  

the algorithm model will be evaluated without preprocessing. Second, evaluation will be carried out on the 

algorithm model with first-order preprocessing, namely resizing and rescaling. Finally, algorithm models 

with second-order preprocessing, namely rescaling and resizing, will also be evaluated. Variations in the 

proportion of training: testing data division, namely 60%:20%, 45%:40%, and 37.5%:50%, will be explored 

in the evaluation. 

It is hoped that the results of this system evaluation can provide legitimacy to the reliability of the 

algorithm model in making predictions related to Alzheimer’s. This comprehensive evaluation aims to 

provide essential insights into the performance and effectiveness of algorithmic models in the context of 

Alzheimer’s prediction. In addition, a table that includes the model evaluation scheme is presented to provide 

a more detailed understanding. 

Table 3 was designed by considering three dataset proportions and preprocesses used in the data 

processing. The use of three proportions of datasets provides the diversity necessary to train, test, and 

validate the model well. Meanwhile, the three preprocessing stages mentioned include critical steps in 

preparing the data before input into the model. By detailing the model evaluation scheme, readers can 

understand that the evaluation results are based on a thorough and appropriate framework. 

 

 

Table 3. List of system evaluation schemes 
Name Dataset proportion Preprocess 

Scheme 1 Train 60%: test 20%: valid 20% No preprocessing 
Scheme 2 Train 45%: test 40%: valid 15% 

Scheme 3 Train 37.5%: test 50%: valid 12.5% 

Scheme 4 Train 60%: test 20%: valid 20% Preprocess 1: rescale (0-1) and resize (150×150) 
Scheme 5 Train 45%: test 40%: valid 15% 

Scheme 6 Train 37.5%: test 50%: valid 12.5% 

Scheme 7 Train 60%: test 20%: valid 20% Preprocess 2: resize (150×150) and rescale (0-1) 
Scheme 8 Train 45%: test 40%: valid 15% 

Scheme 9 Train 37.5%: test 50%: valid 12.5% 
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In addition, tests commonly used in Alzheimer’s prediction chatbot systems, especially black box 

testing, will be carried out. This testing phase explores the chatbot’s benefits, drawbacks, and significance to 

ensure its quality and reliability. Testing will adopt the state transition technique, which involves providing 

input in images and text to observe the chatbot’s behaviour. Further explanation is shown in Table 4, a test 

table based on the state transition diagram. This transition (T) table will outline the results of observations 

and analysis regarding the chatbot’s response to each transition, allowing for a detailed evaluation of the 

chatbot’s performance in various contexts and interactions. 

 

 

Table 4. Testing based on state transition diagram 
T Domain Action Objective Mark 

T1 Enter Click login Enter home page 100 points if action and goal match. 0 

points if action and goal do not match. T2 Search Click search, type “ALCHA”, 
Click ALCHA 

Enter Chatbot 

T3 Home page Click start Enter home 

T4 Identity Type “Identity” Display identity 
T5 Order Type “Command” The command list appears 

T6 Service Click logout Quit Chatbots and Telegram 

T7 Service Send text Answer or text Chatbot model accuracy 
T8 Send picture Diagnose or respond to image Accuracy of AD prediction models 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The study combined the feature extraction capabilities of CNN with the discriminative power of 

SVM to create a hybrid CNN-SVM model for AD prediction. In order to prepare the data, the initial dataset 

was then randomly divided into three main parts: training data, testing data, and validating data. The process 

aims to ensure that the developed model can learn from large amounts of data. The model is tested on data 

unseen during training and verified on a small portion of the data used for validation. In this step, by default, 

25% of the training data is taken to form validating data. The entire process of dividing this dataset was 

carried out carefully to ensure sufficient representation of each stage of AD in each data group. 

Three preprocessing strategies were investigated, consisting of no preprocessing, preprocessing 1, and 

preprocessing 2. The resizing and rescaling of brain images significantly improved the model’s performance. In 

preparing to train a model for an Alzheimer’s prediction task using a hybrid CNN-SVM, it is crucial to involve 

every step of data processing. The brain image of AD patients’ needs to be resized using linear interpolation, 

which connects two data points with a straight line. By selecting an appropriate X3 preprocessor, the model is 

hoped to obtain better representation, improve performance, and make learning easier. 

The hybrid model exhibited adaptability and robust performance across different data proportions 

and preprocessing methods. Hybrid CNN-SVM with TensorFlow has proven to be a powerful combination 

in data analysis for image classification. The hybrid technique intends to combine the feature extraction 

capabilities of CNN and the discriminative power of SVM to produce a robust model. The model consists 

of two convolution layers with max-pooling, a flattened layer, and a dense layer designed to extract 

features from images hierarchically. Classification uses random fourier features to replace the SVM output 

layer with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The following is a diagram of the AD prediction model 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. AD prediction model diagram 

 

 

By integrating the AD prediction model, text processing model, and questionnaire dataset through a 

Telegram bot, smooth communication was enabled, improving the sharing of information. The use of random 

fourier features in the model architecture shows the integration of SVM into the CNN model. This feature is 
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used as an SVM representation with a RBF kernel, allowing the model to capture non-linear relationships 

between features in the data. Traditionally, SVM is often used for classification because of its ability to 

handle non-linear problems [26]. With the random fourier features layer, the model attempts to approximate 

complex non-linear mapping while retaining the advantages of CNN in extracting features from image data. 

The CNN-SVM hybrid innovation reflects a holistic approach by combining the advantages of two ML 

paradigms. This allows the model to handle complex challenges with non-linear relationships [27]. 

Leveraging the advantages of SVM while still utilizing the power of hierarchical learning features 

from CNN, implementing the early stopping callback shows an understanding of the risk of overfitting during 

model training. Callbacks reflect an effort to ensure the model fits the training data to generalize unseen data 

well. By providing a patience limit of 5, the model will automatically stop training if there is no improvement 

in the accuracy of the validation data after reaching the patience limit. They were followed by model training 

for 100 epochs, with each epoch completing the training data processing. 

Preprocessing played a critical role in boosting model accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, 

particularly in handling non-linear relationships in AD prediction. After the training process is complete, the 

next step is to evaluate the performance of the AD prediction system model through data analysis of images 

that were not seen during the training and validation stages. The following is the model evaluation results for 

three data proportion schemes and three preprocessing schemes. Table 5 presents the results of the evaluation 

without preprocessing, while Table 6 displays the outcomes of preprocess evaluation 1, and Table 7 

showcases the findings of preprocess evaluation 2. 

 

 

Table 5. Evaluation without preprocessing 
Name Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Scheme 1 26% 26% 30% 22% 

Scheme 2 24% 24% 22% 20% 
Scheme 3 77% 66% 71% 62% 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Preprocess evaluation 1 
Name Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Scheme 4 98% 99% 98% 98% 
Scheme 5 95% 95% 95% 95% 

Scheme 6 89% 92% 87% 89% 

 

 

Table 7. Preprocess evaluation 2 
Name Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Scheme 7 97% 98% 95% 97% 

Scheme 8 93% 84% 91% 86% 

Scheme 9 90% 92% 87% 90% 

 

 

Based on Table 5, the performance of the AD stage prediction model shows a stagnant tendency in 

various data proportion schemes of more than 60%. This phenomenon occurs due to preprocessing needing to 

be applied. However, increasing model complexity impacts accuracy by 3% to 80% for a dataset proportion 

of 37.5%:50% without preprocessing. In addition, the model produces an accuracy of 89% and 88% for a 

dataset proportion of 37.5%:50% with preprocess one and a dataset proportion of 37.5%:50% with 

preprocess 2. Therefore, a more complex model is likely suitable for preprocessing 1. 

On the other hand, when the image is not resized, the model has difficulty handling the spatial 

structure of the 208×176-pixel image. Resizing the image to smaller dimensions and scaling pixel values to a 

smaller range are preprocessing steps that help train and better converge more efficiently. After carrying out 

the rescale and resizing process on the image, the model evaluation results show a consistent increase in 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for each data proportion scheme, as depicted in Tables 6 and 7. 

Specifically, the absence of scaling and resizing in the image negatively impacts accuracy, precision, recall, 

and F1-score, which is only around 20% to 30% on training data of more than 37.5%. 

Large pixel values trigger significant weight differences during training if the image is not scaled. 

This results in unstable convergence and overfitting. Based on Tables 6 to 7, the difference in preprocessing 

order does not have a significant effect, namely 1%. No preprocessing significantly impacts model 

performance. This is because both sequences essentially do the same thing, namely, changing the size and 

scale of the data. Both operations have a similar goal: adjusting the data to suit the model’s needs. Since the 
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results of the two preprocesses are very similar, there is no significant difference in the final results. The 

hybrid CNN-SVM model is less sensitive to small resize and resale preprocessing changes. 

The model can adapt to the numerical representations generated from both preprocesses, and its 

impact on model performance is insignificant. It is important to note that no essential changes occur to the 

data after applying these two preprocesses. This means that no transformations affect feature extraction or the 

model’s deep understanding of the data. Therefore, differences in preprocessing order have a minimal impact 

on the final results of model accuracy. 

Based on the data proportion scheme and preprocessing, the best model is a model with a data 

proportion scheme of 60%:20% and preprocessing 1 with 98% accuracy, 99% precision, 98% recall, and 

98% F1-score. On the other hand, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score results for each data 

proportion scheme in preprocessing scheme 1 show slightly better results than in preprocessing scheme 2. 

The model results increase with each increase in the amount of training data. The analysis results in Table 8 

show that preprocessing plays an essential role in improving the performance of the AD model. Model 

performance can be stagnant and not optimal without optimal preprocessing, especially rescaling and 

resizing, mistreated by the evaluation results in Table 6. The following is a detailed table evaluating the best 

model. 

 

 

Table 8. Details of best scheme test data evaluation 
Stages Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score Amount of data 

Mild demented 97.74% 98.87% 97.22% 98.04% 180 

Moderate demented 100% 100% 100% 13 

Non-demented 97.08% 98.59% 97.83% 640 
Very mild demented 98.19% 96.65% 97.41% 448 

Macro average 98.53% 98.12% 98.32% 1,281 

Weighted average 97.75% 97.74% 97.74% 1,281 

 

 

The model evaluation performs excellently for various classes in the best model scheme.  

The “moderate demented” class stands out with accuracy, precision, recall, and an F1-score that reaches 

100%. Meanwhile, the “mild demented,” “non-demented,” and “very mild demented” classes also showed 

excellent performance, with accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score metrics in the range of 97.85%-99.36%. 

A text processing model was developed to enhance user interaction, effectively processing queries 

and providing relevant responses. These schemes provide a solid basis for evaluating model performance in 

predicting and classifying AD stages in brain MRI images. Apart from that, question list data is also needed 

in developing a chatbot text processing model. Trusted information sources from Alzheimer’s research UK’s 

information services add value to the chatbot service, ensuring users receive accurate and up-to-date 

information. After creating a list of questions, the next step is modelling the text processing algorithm. 

Algorithm modelling aims to enable the chatbot to provide the correct answer based on the level of similarity 

of the user’s question to the list of previously compiled questions. In this context, if the probability of 

similarity between the user’s question and the list of questions is less than 25%, the chatbot will take the 

answer from the ChatGPT model. This modelling process involves processing the intents in the dataset, 

where each intent represents a purpose or topic of conversation. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the text 

processing model. 

The model measures the similarity between texts. This process allows the chatbot to provide more 

relevant answers to the user’s questions. Using the intent information in the dataset, the system can match the 

user’s question intent with the list of questions and provide an appropriate response. This step involves 

extracting the word patterns of each intent, and the results are organized during model training and, based on 

Figure 2, forming and training a neural network (NN) model using Keras. First, the sequential NN model is 

built sequentially with appropriate layers, starting with an input layer with 128 neurons. 

Then, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function is applied, followed by a dropout layer to 

reduce overfitting by randomly setting several neurons to 0 during training. Next, a hidden layer with 64 

neurons and a ReLU activation function is added, followed by another dropout layer. The process of model 

formation and training continues. The output layer is added with the number of neurons according to the 

number of classes and the Softmax activation function. After that, the model is configured with the 

previously created stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, using categorical cross-entropy as the loss 

function and accuracy as the monitoring metric. Finally, the model is trained using training data for 200 

epochs with a batch size of 5. These steps form a neural network model that can be used for classification 

with an accuracy of up to 99%. The following is a diagram of model accuracy and loss against epoch.  

Figure 3 displays a graphic representation of the text processing model. 
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Figure 2. Text processing model diagram 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Graphic of text processing model 

 

 

After completing the development of the AD prediction model for data analysis, the text processing 

model for chatbot design, and the questionnaire dataset for data collection, the next step is to integrate all 

these components via a Telegram bot. The integration enables a seamless flow of information between the 

AD prediction models, text processing models, and questionnaire datasets, creating a reliable and responsive 

chatbot. To achieve this, testing needs to be carried out to provide an in-depth explanation of the results 

obtained regarding chatbot functionality by referring to the test table in Table 4. This table provides an 

understanding of the situation or conditions being tested, making it easier to interpret the test results. Column 

T (transition) in Table 6 describes the transition number corresponding to the transition column in Table 4, 

clearly identifying the transition step being tested. In the context of results interpretation, the output column 

provides a detailed description of the results of the scenario transition test. Next, the scenario column 

describes the scenarios designed for testing. Table 9 presents the results of the chatbot functionality testing. 
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Table 9. Chatbot functionality testing 
T Scenario Output Mark 

T1 User logs in to their Telegram account User successfully logs in to Telegram account 100.0 
T2 User searches for ALCHA Users discovered ALCHA 100.0 

T3 Users start using ALCHA Users get basic information 100.0 

T4 User types “/Identity” User gets ALCHA identity 100.0 
T5 User types “/Command” Users get service information 100.0 

T6 User send text Users get Information 99.34 

T7 Users send photos Users can estimate AD 97.74 
T8 User logs out of Telegram account User successfully logs out of Telegram account 100.0 

Total 797.08 

 

 

Chatbot functionality can be measured mathematically based on the technical transition values.  

The following is the calculation. 

 

Fungsionalitas =  
∑ 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑇𝑖7

𝑖=1

𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
 =  

797,08

8
 = 99.64 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠  

 

These results indicate that the chatbot can respond and handle various scenarios effectively, meeting 

expected performance expectations with a functionality score reaching 99.64 points out of 100. Success in 

each scenario provides a positive picture of the chatbot’s ability to provide appropriate and accurate 

responses to questions or situations submitted by the user.  

Large-scale validation studies may be carried out in the future to validate the efficacy of AI models 

in actual clinical settings, building on these results. Clinical trials assessing the effect of AI-driven therapies 

on patient outcomes and longitudinal studies following people over time are crucial. Furthermore, to advance 

AI-driven healthcare solutions for AD prediction, multidisciplinary cooperation, user experience research, 

comparisons versus conventional diagnostic techniques, and ethical implications must be explored. 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This research explores nine combination schemes between 3 preprocessing methods and 3 dataset 

proportions in the CNN-SVM model. The three preprocessing methods are without preprocessing one and 

preprocessing 2. The evaluation results show that the best performance is obtained in the model with scheme 

four based on accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, reaching values of 98%, 99%, 98%, and 98%, 

respectively. In other words, the best preprocessing mechanism among the three schemes studied involves 

resizing the image to a size of 150 pixels×150 pixels, followed by rescaling the image to a range of 0-1.  

The choice of this preprocessing scheme indicates that the specific steps implemented in preprocessing one 

positively contributes to the model’s performance. Resizing images to smaller dimensions and rescaling to 

change pixel values to a more concentrated range have improved the model’s ability to extract features and 

understand brain MRI image patterns. On the other hand, the chatbot has demonstrated excellent 

functionality in providing AD-related responses after transition testing, with a functionality score reaching 

99.64 points out of 100. 
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